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The 10x10x4 Content Creation Formula
By Michael Koenigs, CEO, Traffic Geyser & Instant Customer!
What if you could just answer questions, upload
your message once and with the click of a
button, get your message seen, read and read on
any device, anytime, anywhere with the click of a
button, on any smartphone, table, desktop,
laptop, in every car, television and leverage the
largest brands' multibillion dollar networks in the
world including Google, Apple, YouTube, Amazon,
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and more?

YOU. EVERYWHERE. NOW.!
Let’s face it—getting traffic and standing out in
the online marketplace is difficult. And as
business owners, we’re focused on running our
businesses. Who has time for online marketing
anyway?!
In this guide, you’re going to learn an easy YOU EVERYWHERE NOW
content creation and marketing campaign formula we call the “10x10x4”
that takes just a couple of hours to implement. It will launch you, your
business or product online and provide the kind of visibility you’ve been
lacking as well as the traffic you crave to your online sales funnel. This
guide is a companion to my #1 Bestselling Marketing Book, “You
Everywhere Now” and the free videos that can be found at
www.TrafficGeyser.com that guide you through this process step-by-step.
You’ll even learn how to set up an online sales funnel if you don’t already
have one.

!
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We’ll cover how to:
•

Get your messages about your business or product spread
everywhere online

•

Establish your credibility, authority & trust with prospective
customers

•

Highlight your special qualities and differentiate you from your
competitors

•

Create desire for your product or service...automatically!

•

Decrease or eliminate the need to “sell”

!

You’ll learn how to craft the kind of information your prospective customers
search for online...how to move them from ignorance to interest...to
becoming qualified prospects...and finally, to becoming buyers. You’ll go
from being unknown (or worse—being seen as a “pitchman”) to becoming
an authority, trusted advisor and friend.
After all, that’s the real goal of marketing, isn’t it?
The best customers are educated customers who buy from you because
they get to know, like and trust you. That happens when you educate,
entertain and show them you’re the “obvious expert” in your industry or
niche!
It might sound too good to be true but when you see how incredibly simple
this process is, you’ll want to drop this article and run to your computer to
start your own 10x10x4 campaign!
(By the way, at the end of this article you’ll find a sample script you can
“borrow” and use for virtually any product or business.)

!
!
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Getting Started
The only equipment you need is a computer and your SmartPhone if you
don’t have a camera. It is best to record you on camera because you want
people to get to know you and connect with you. This is critical for
establishing your credibility, authority and trustworthiness.!
However, if you don’t have a camera, you can also make videos using your
voice over with screen capture video software and a slide presentation of
images and text slides. (Include your photo as one of the images.)!
If you have a PC, you can use Camtasia screen recording and video editing
software (http://www.techsmith.com/camtasia) plus PowerPoint to create
the slides.!
If you have a Mac, we recommend Screenflow screen recording and video
editing software (http://www.telestream.net/screen-flow/overview.htm) plus
Keynote to create the slides.!

!

Note: This ENTIRE process is described and demonstrated
for you in Video #2 on www.TraﬃcGeyser.com.
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The 10 x 10 x 4 Campaign Formula Steps:
1. Write down the top ten frequently asked questions about your
product or service. (Estimated task time: 15 - 30 minutes.)
2. Write down the top ten questions a potential buyer SHOULD be
asking you about your product or service. These are the important
things that differentiate you from your competitors and tap in to the
experience, skills and knowledge that you’ve acquired over your
career. (Estimated task time: 15 - 30 minutes.)
3. Record these as short Q&A videos asking and answering each of the
questions you wrote in steps 1 and 2. Each Q&A video should be 30
seconds to 3 minutes long. (Estimated task time: 30 - 90 minutes.)
4. Record 4 short “mini” videos (Estimated task time: 45 minutes.)
(E.g., If you’re a roofing contractor, it might be, “answers the most
important questions you should ask before hiring a roofing contractor.” If
you’re a dentist, it might be, “answers the most important questions you
should ask before getting ANY cosmetic dental work done.”)!
This offer (“Get More” videos) and call to action (“Go Here” to this URL) will
take viewers from the end of any one of your videos and drive them to a
Video Lead Capture Page, which we explain below.!
a.

“To Get More, Go Here” video. Also known as “the Bumper.” At the
end of each video, you tell people where to go to get the entire 20video series which “...answers the most important questions you
should ask before...” taking the likely action.

b.

“Enter your name and email to get all 20 videos.” Put this on your
“Video Lead Capture Page.” It’s your chance to connect with the
visitor and explain your offer and why they should sign up.

c.

“Thank You for Signing Up” video. Put this on your “Thank You”
page. When someone enters their contact information in the form on
the Video Lead Capture Page and clicks the submit button, he or she
will go immediately to the Thank You page.
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This video says “Thank You!” and also explains that you just sent a
confirmation email to them. They have to click the confirmation link in that
email and then you will send your videos to them.
d.

“Buy My Stuff” video. You’ll put this on your web site and link to it in
your outbound emails once the prospect has registered their contact
information in exchange for your free videos. See the sample script
below.!

5. Make a Video Lead Capture Page. This is the page where you send
people after they watch your videos. Don’t worry; it’s really easy and the stepby-step “Marketing Machines” that are built into Traffic Geyser 2.0 and Instant
Customer will build them for you!
6.
Distribute your videos to as many video sharing sites, social media
and social network sites, podcast directories and blogs as possible. Once
they appear in these locations, tag them in as many social bookmarking
communities as possible. It will take a week or more to do this manually.
However, Traffic Geyser will do this for you with a click of a button - it’s
completely automated - this is the YOU EVERYWHERE NOW result!
7. Once submitted your content is distributed to the maximum number
of social locations to give you broad visibility for your content AND
make it available to be watched, seen, heard and read.
8. In a short while, it’s likely you’ll start seeing more traffic and leads.
9. Remember, you are sending those viewers to your Video Lead Capture
Page for your Free Video Series offer. That is where you capture leads
and build your list.

!
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Why Does the 10x10x4 System Work?
People love online videos, social networks and podcasts. The enormous
popularity of YouTube is just one indicator. YouTube is now the second
largest search engine and YouTube gets more than one billion visitors a
month who watch billions videos.!
As a result—and more importantly for your business—the search engines
also love video content - and social engagement.
When Traffic Geyser “Socialcasts” your videos to the top sites, they show
up quickly on the top sites online - YouTube, Apple iTunes, FaceBook,
Twitter, LinkedIn and many more.

!

!

When prospective customers see YOU EVERYWHERE NOW, they click!!
And when they watch one or two of your videos and visit your Video Lead
Capture Page, they’re five to 20 times more likely to take action than from
an ordinary link or a paid ad.!
This is the whole idea behind Traffic Geyser. Upload your content once and
distribute them everywhere so they can be seen on any device, anytime.
That content drives traffic back to you so you can capture leads, build
relationships with them and ultimately, convert them into customers. You
COULD do this process manually, but why waste time?
You can see in this graphic how Traffic Geyser “Socialcasts” your message
to all the major video, social sites all over the web so your message can be
seen, heard and read anywhere, anytime!
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!
And this is what happens - you can be seen, heard and read on billions of
different devices, anytime, anywhere…FOR FREE!

!
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The Traﬃc Geyser Distribution Model:
A 10x10x4 Campaign Example
Let’s say you wanted to solve a problem in your business, lose weight,
eliminate a disease.!
You’d open your browser, point to Google and type something like this into
the search field:!
best way to _________
or _________ product reviews!
Then you’d look through the results and click on the best one. But if one of
the top results was a video, you’d probably click on that link first.!
And as long as the video is relevant to
your question and includes an offer to
get more informational videos on your
topic, a free guide, a free book, a free
special report, some templates or some
other great freebies, you’ll probably go
to the site to learn more, right?
That’s when the lead capture page
appears - just like the one you visited to
find Traffic Geyser!

!
!
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Here’s an example of a “mobile responsive” lead capture page - that just
means it looks good on any computer, tablet or mobile phone. These days,
about 50% of all traffic comes from mobile devices but only 10% of all
web sites online are responsive which means they aren’t collecting leads. If
you don’t have a responsive site, you’re losing money everyday.

!

"
Traffic Geyser has a built-in Mobile Responsive Lead Page Builder. This
means you can make as many pages as you want —like this one in less
than 15 minutes without any programming or technical skills. Everything
you need is in one place.!
Pick a template, fill in the blanks, describe your offer and the rest is done
for you. No hosting, nothing to worry about.!
Here are more examples of page templates you can choose from:
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!
This next section is for nerds :) This system goes much deeper than just making
mobile-friendly web sites, because it not only captures web leads, but it also
captures and connects with “Mobilecasting” - from virtually any device.

!
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By Mobilecasting, you capture more leads through multiple channels including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mobile responsive web sites
Desktop and laptop computers
Smartphones
Tablets
Mobile text messages
Short codes
Automated voice calls
QR Codes
And even business card scans!

More capture channels = MORE LEADS and MORE MONEY!

!
Then the system follows up with lots of “channels”:

• With an email
• A mobile text message
• Voicemail message
• A video message
• An audio message
• Or even a podcast directly to their car or TV in their living room!
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Do you see the power of this? Can you see how this is a total game-changer, a
complete no-brainer?

!
This is You. Everywhere. Now. This IS the future of Marketing.
Every device, anytime, anywhere.
You can be seen, heard, read and watched on mobile phones, tablets, desktop,
laptop computers, even in cars and on televisions!

Traﬃc Geyser is the only system in the world
that does everything for you in one place, quickly
easily and aﬀordably.
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What Will 10x10x4 Do For You?
Create massive instant exposure for you and distribution of your messages.
Create instant visibility in video sharing sites, social networks, blogs,
podcast directories and through tags in social bookmarking communities.!
Build your list!!
Establish you as a credible expert and authority. When you educate, inform,
entertain and build rapport with your prospective customers, they feel a
sense of connection with you...and buy your stuff.!
There’s one other thing you should consider.!
When someone signs up, the formula will put him or her into an email
autoresponder and send a link to your expert content every day for as many
videos as you make - so if you have 20 videos, you have 20 days or 20
weeks worth of content that take a short time to make!!
Each email message in the sequence should:!
•

Describe the video they’re about to watch,

•

Include a teaser about what they’ll learn and

•

Include a P.S. message that sends them straight to your business’
sales page or the “Buy My Stuff” video. Think about it—this is a
perfect way to get permission and “touch” someone 20 times. That’s
plenty of opportunity to connect, become a friend, trusted advisor,
build rapport and convince your prospect to buy!

!
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Sample Script !
What follows is a 10x10x4 campaign I created with survey expert.

Top 10 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs):
1. What is the best software to use for surveys?
2. What questions should I ask in a survey?
3. What templates are best for making surveys?
4. What are the best survey questions to ask in a survey
5. How do I measure customer satisfaction in a survey?
6. How do I write the best survey questions?
7. What are the best questions to ask on MySpace or other social
networks?
8. How do I do market research with a survey?
9. Where can I get survey training?
10. What are the top mistakes people make when making business
surveys?

!
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Ten Things People SHOULD Ask (SAQs):
Remember: This is where you want to differentiate your company or
product.!
1. How do I use surveys to increase click-throughs and conversions?
2. How can I create surveys that make me money?
3. How do I make sure I can represent my customer base accurately,
without having to get a huge number of responses?
4. If I find data out there about my market, how can I tell whether I
should believe them or not?
5. How do I write the kinds of questions that will make my data easy to
understand and easy to put to work in my business?
6. How can I use surveys to find a market and build a list—how can
surveys help me get started in a profitable niche?
7. How can surveys help me survive a recession?
8. How do I find a simple, clear recipe for putting surveys to work in my
business?
9. How do I use surveys to increase my bond with customers and their
trust in me?
10. How do I use surveys to really generate referrals?

!
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!

After the expert made her FAQ and SAQ lists, she
created the following videos:!
VIDEO 1: The “To Get More, Go Here” or “Bumper” Video!
The gist of this video, which appears at the end of all 20 Q&A videos is:!
“If you enjoyed this information and would like to receive 20 free videos of the
top questions people ask most about surveys and a copy of Everything You
Should Know About Creating Great Surveys That Make You Money, visit
www.MyDomain.com/free/.”!
VIDEO 2: The “Enter Your Name and Email to Get All 20 Videos” Offer!
The video on the Lead Capture Page includes this information:!
“My name is Jeanne Hurlbert. I’m a Professor of Sociology at LSU and have
developed surveys for the Tony Robbins Companies, US Army Corp of Engineers,
the National Science Foundation and many large and small businesses and
online marketers worldwide. My work and research has been featured or quoted
in The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, USA Today, Oprah and Friends,
Forbes.com, US News and World Report, National Public Radio, The History
Channel and ABC News.!
Most importantly, after 20 years, I know what works and what doesn’t when it
comes to showing people like you how to make business surveys that will help
you make more money.!
I would like to give you 20 free videos of the top questions people ask most about
surveys and a copy of Everything You Should Know About Creating Great Surveys
That Make You Money.!
All you need to do is enter your information in the form and you’ll receive a
confirmation email in moments. Don’t worry, we won’t send you any spam you
and you can opt-out anytime! See you on the other side!”!
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!

Lead Capture Page with video
VIDEO 3: The “Thank You Page for Signing Up” Video!
This video appears on the Thank You Page:!
“Thanks for signing up. You’ll want to check your email for a confirmation
message. As soon as you click the link, the first video will be sent to you right
away!
Can I get your help with something?!
Do you have a burning question you’d like to ask about surveys, writing great
questions, interpreting results, tools, software or anything else, just type in your
question along with your contact information and I’ll do my best to respond to
anything you ask.”!
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VIDEO 4: The “Buy My Stuff!” Video!
The gist of this video, which appears at the end of all 20 Q&A videos is:!
And finally, we’ll close with possibly the most crucial video, the “Buy My
Stuff!” video, which is located on the About page of the blog site where the
20 free videos are presented:!
“Do you know you should be using surveys in your business but are confused as
to where to begin?
Do you know you’re losing money because customers aren’t coming back, not
getting referrals or don’t know what your customers really think?!
Are you ready to take the first step in putting surveys to work to make more
money, get referrals and improve the quality of your relationship with your
customers?!
My name is Jeanne Hurlbert. I’m a Professor of Sociology at Louisiana State
University and have developed surveys for the Tony Robbins Companies, US
Army Corp of Engineers, the National Science Foundation and many large and
small businesses and online marketers worldwide. My work and research has
been featured or quoted in The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, USA
Today, Oprah and Friends, Forbes.com, US News and World Report, National
Public Radio, The History Channel and ABC News.!
Most importantly, after 20 years, I know what works and what doesn’t when it
comes to showing people like you how to make business surveys that will help
you make more money.!
I’ve put together a complete survey system that shows you how to use surveys in
your business, how to write surveys and step-by-step templates you can use
immediately that will give you instant results.!
The system includes easy to understand and watch videos, step-by-step training
videos that walk you through everything you need to know and support so you can
get results quickly. Everything is laid out so you can have an assistant or
contractor watch the material and do it for you if you don’t have the time to do it
yourself.!
To get started and learn more, visit my site at www.MyDomain.com.”!
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Conclusion
The 10x10x4 formula works for just about every business type. If you’d like
to watch a free video tutorial on the 10x10x4 Campaign Formula and a
step-by-step tutorial example that shows you how to feel comfortable on
camera and connect with your target audience:

Watch Video #2 for Free on www.TraﬃcGeyser.com
More Details are in the # Bestselling Book You Can
Download for Free on www.TraﬃcGeyser.com

"
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Traﬃc Geyser: One-Click Content Distribution
You Everywhere Now.
What if, with the click of a button, your message could reach billions of
people and be seen on any device, anywhere, anytime? In the past, this has
been a nightmare to make this work - complicated, time-wasting and really
expensive.
Since 2007, Traffic Geyser has been the #1 tool for “socialcasting” distributing videos and social media content all over the web with the click
of a button to the best video, social media and networking sites including
Google, Apple, YouTube, Amazon, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and many
more to billions of smartphones, tablets, laptop and desktop
computers...even cars and televisions. There’s no limit to how much
content you can share - worldwide! You have a mission, a voice - and it
needs to be heard! You need to get your word out to get buzz and attention.
Simply upload your video, picture, audio or text, choose the places you
want your content to be distributed, “tag” it, press the submit button and
your content is “Multicast” to dozens of places, all over the web so you can
be found, build buzz, grow an audience and get more traffic, leads and
sales for your business.
Since it’s release, Traffic Geyser has distributed millions of videos for tens
of thousands of customers in over 60 countries in virtually every
imaginable niche and industry.
Traffic Geyser gives you the ability to distribute thousands of videos and
social content every month for your business or for your clients. Traffic
Geyser 2.0 is integrated with Instant Customer.
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Instant Customer: Automate Your Sales and Marketing
Most business owners know they can do a much better job capturing leads,
following up and automating their marketing. How about you?
Celebrity customers including Jack Canfield, Brendon Burchard, Darren
Hardy (publisher of Success Magazine), Peter Diamandis (XPrize Founder),
#1 Bestselling Author Daniel Amen, Richard Dreyfuss, Joe Polish and many
more all use Instant Customer to grow and automate their businesses.

What if you could be in the POCKETS of billions of potential prospects or
customers 24/7? That’s MOBILECASTING - the unique cross-channel
marketing capability only Instant Customer has is all about - delivering your
message and content anytime, anywhere and to any device!
Instant Customer is the only fully-integrated marketing and CRM system
that captures leads with email, mobile, voice, QR codes and mobile
responsive web sites and follows up with email, mobile, voicemail and
integrates with over 250 systems including InfusionSoft, SalesForce,
AWeber, MailChimp, SendOutCards, Kajabi and more. Instant Customer
includes “Marketing Machines" for capturing leads from the stage, building
membership sites, managing podcasts, selling books and much more.
Traffic Geyser 2.0 is integrated with Instant Customer.
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